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Abstract

In this short note, we give a proof, conditional on the generalised Riemann hypothesis, that there exist
numbers x which are normal with respect to the continued fraction expansion but not to any base-b
expansion. This partially answers a question of Bugeaud.
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1. Introduction
A number x ∈ [0, 1) with base-b expansion 0.a1a2a3 . . . is said to be normal to base b
if for every finite string of digits s = (d1, d2, . . . , dk) with di ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , b − 1},

lim
n→∞

As,b(n; x)
n

=
1
bk , (1.1)

where As,b(n; x) denotes the number of times s appears in the string (a1, a2, . . . , an).
Similarly, a number x ∈ [0, 1) with continued fraction expansion

x =
1

a1 +
1

a2 +
1

a3 + · · ·

= [a1, a2, a3, . . .], ai ∈ N, (1.2)

is said to be normal with respect to the continued fraction expansion (or CF-normal) if
for every finite string of positive integer digits s = (d1, d2, . . . , dk),

lim
n→∞

Bs(n; x)
n

= µ(Cs),

where Bs(n; x) denotes the number of times s appears in the string (a1, a2, . . . , an),
µ denotes the Gauss measure µ(A) =

∫
A dx/(1 + x) log 2 and Cs denotes the cylinder

set corresponding to s, the set of numbers in [0, 1) whose first k continued fraction
digits are the string s.
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If we let Nb ⊂ [0, 1) denote the set of base-b normal numbers and let M ⊂ [0, 1)
denote the set of CF-normal numbers, then by standard ergodic techniques all the
sets Nb, b ≥ 2, and M have full Lebesgue measure. Despite the size of these sets,
exhibiting any normal number is quite difficult. It is not known if π is normal to
any base b or if it is CF-normal. All explicit examples of normal numbers (such
as Champernowne’s constant 0.12345678910111213 . . . [5], which is normal to base
10, or the Adler–Keane–Smorodinsky CF-normal number [1]) were constructed to be
normal. See [3] for a deeper discussion and further examples.

Our interest in this paper is understanding how the sets Nb, b ≥ 2, andM relate to
one another. Steinhaus asked whether being normal to base b implied normality for all
other bases [15]. Maxfield showed that if b, c ≥ 2 are positive integers such that br = c
for some rational number r, thenNb =Nc [11]. On the other hand, if br = c and r is not
rational, Cassels and Schmidt showed thatNb \ Nc contains uncountably many points
[4, 14]. In fact, Schmidt showed that given any two sets of positive integers S and T ,
the set of numbers in

⋃
b∈S Nb \

⋃
b∈T Nb is uncountably infinite, unless prevented by

Maxfield’s theorem.
Even fewer nontrivial examples of constructions of such selectively normal

numbers exist. Bailey and Borwein showed that some of the Stoneham constants,
which were constructed to be normal to a given base b, are not normal to certain other
bases [2]. Martin gave an explicit construction of an irrational number that is not in
any of theNb—such a number is said to be absolutely abnormal, as it is not normal to
any base [10].

Less is known about CF-normal numbers. Analogous definitions of normality exist
for other types of continued fraction expansions besides the regular continued fraction
expansion used in (1.2): for some of these expansions, it is known that the set of normal
numbers for these expansions equalsM (see, for instance, Kraaikamp and Nakada [7]
and the author [16]).

In a similar vein to Steinhaus’s question, Bugeaud has asked the following in the
above terminology [3, Problem 10.51]: does there exist a b ≥ 2 such that M \Nb is
nonempty—that is, do there exist CF-normal numbers which are not normal to a given
base b? Furthermore, is M \

⋃∞
b=2Nb nonempty—that is, do there exist CF-normal

but absolutely abnormal numbers? As with Cassels and Schmidt, we will show that
the answer is yes, but at present we can only offer a conditional yes.

We will in fact prove a slightly stronger result. We say that a number is simply
normal to base b if (1.1) holds for all strings s that consist of a single digit.

Theorem 1.1. On the generalised Riemann hypothesis, the set of numbers that are CF-
normal but not even simply normal to any base b ≥ 2 is dense and uncountable. In
particular,M\

⋃∞
b=2Nb is nonempty.

We will use standard asymptotic notation in this paper. By f (x) = O(g(x)), we mean
that there exists a constant C such that | f (x)| ≤ C|g(x)|. By f (x) = o(g(x)), we mean
that limx→∞ f (x)/g(x) = 0.
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2. Some additional facts

2.1. On continued fractions. Let x = [a1, a2, a3, . . .]. We let pn/qn denote the
lowest-terms expression for the truncated expansion [a1, a2, . . . , an] and refer to this as
the nth convergent. When it is not clear which number qn refers to, we will state it as
qn(x). The following facts can be found in most standard texts dealing with continued
fractions, such as [6].

The qn satisfy a recurrence relation: with q−1 = 0 and q0 = 1,

qn+1 = an+1qn + qn−1, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .

Further, qn and qn+1 are relatively prime for n ≥ 0. If x is irrational, then its continued
fraction expansion is infinite and unique. If x is rational, then its continued fraction
expansion is finite and not unique: namely, one expansion is [a1, a2, . . . , an] with
an ≥ 1, and the other is [a1, a2, . . . , an − 1, 1]. However, the only finite expansions
we will consider are convergents and so this nonuniqueness will not be a concern in
this paper.

We can estimate how well the convergents approximate x. In particular,∣∣∣∣∣x − pn

qn

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
an+1q2

n
. (2.1)

Moreover, assuming that x is irrational, x − pn/qn is positive if and only if n is even.
If we let x = [a1, a2, . . . , an] and s = (a1, a2, . . . , an), then the cylinder set Cs consists

of the interval between x and [a1, a2, a3, . . . , an + 1]. (We will not care about whether
end points are included.) Moreover, the length of the cylinder set decays to 0 as n
tends to infinity.

2.2. On Artin’s conjecture. We reference the following result of Lenstra
[8, Theorem 8.3], which examines Artin’s conjecture along primes in an arithmetic
progression.

Theorem 2.1. Assume the generalised Riemann hypothesis. Let g, f , a be positive
integers and let Pg, f ,a denote the set of primes p such that g is a primitive root modulo
p and p ≡ a (mod f ). Let d be the discriminant of Q(

√
g).

The set Pg, f ,a is finite if and only if one of the following conditions is true:

(1) there exists a prime q such that q| f , a ≡ 1 (mod q) and g is a perfect qth power;
(2) we have d| f and (d/a) = 1; or
(3) we have d|3 f , 3|d, ((−d/3)/a) = −1 and g is a perfect cube.

In the statement of the theorem, (d/a) is the standard Kronecker symbol.
Conditional asymptotics on the size of Pg, f ,a can be found in the work of Moree
[12, 13].

From the theorem we get the following simple corollary.

Corollary 2.2. Assume the generalised Riemann hypothesis. Let g, f , a be positive
integers such that f is relatively prime to both g and a − 1, and g ≥ 2 is not a perfect
square. Then Pg, f ,a is infinite.
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Proof. Let g′ be the largest squarefree divisor of g. First note that, by standard facts
about discriminants,

d =

g′ if g′ ≡ 1 (mod 4),
4g′ otherwise,

where here again d is the discriminant of Q(
√

g). By our assumptions, g′ ≥ 2, so we
must have d ≥ 2 and d shares a prime in common with g.

Since f is relatively prime to a − 1, then, for any prime q| f , we have that a , 1
(mod q), so the first condition of Theorem 2.1 fails. Since f is relatively prime to g
and d shares a prime in common with g, we cannot have d| f and hence the second
condition fails. By a similar argument, if d|3 f and 3|d, then we must have d = 3;
however, this is impossible since d is either 0 or 1 modulo 4. Hence, the third condition
fails as well and so Pg, f ,a must be infinite. �

3. Proof of the theorem

Consider any x ∈ [0, 1) that is CF-normal. Let x = [a1, a2, a3, . . .]. Let N be some
large even integer and let {Xi}

∞
i=1 be the sequence of strings given by

X1 = (a1, a2, . . . , aN), Xi = (a2i−2N+1, a2i−2N+2, . . . , a2i−1N) for i ≥ 2,

so that x could be represented as the concatenation of the strings Xi. We will abuse
notation slightly and allow ourselves to write x = [X1, X2, X3, . . .].

Consider a sequence of positive integers L = {`1, `2, `3, . . .} and create a new
continued fraction expansion

y = [X1, `1, `2, `3, `4, X2, `5, `6, `7, `8, X3, `9, `10, `11, `12, X4, . . .] = [a′1, a
′
2, a
′
3, . . .].

(3.1)
We will let q′n = qn(y) be the denominators of the convergents of y.

It is easy to see that Bs(n; x) will differ from Bs(n; y) by at most O(log2 n) = o(n)
and thus y will be CF-normal regardless of what L is. However, we claim that we can
choose L so that y will be absolutely abnormal. Since x and N were arbitrary and x and
y both belong to the cylinder set Cs where s = (a1, a2, . . . , aN), this would also give us
the density statement of the theorem. Moreover, we will show that for any fixed x and
N, there are uncountably infinite possibilities for L such that y is absolutely abnormal:
if x and N are fixed, then each distinct choice of L gives a distinct value of y, thus
giving the uncountability statement of the theorem.

(If we instead wanted to prove a theorem about numbers that are absolutely
abnormal and also not CF-normal, then we could insert a sufficiently long string of
ones after each Xi. The rest of the construction would be unaltered.)

Let us illustrate how we intend to construct an L that will leave y absolutely
abnormal. We will assume throughout the rest of this proof that x and N are fixed.

Let {b1, b2, b3, . . .} be a sequence of integers bi ≥ 2 which are not perfect powers
and such that each such integer occurs infinitely often. For example, we could take
{2, 2, 3, 2, 3, 5, 2, 3, 5, 6, . . .}. Let ni := 2i−1N + 4(i − 1), so that a′ni

is the digit of y that
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occurs at the end of the string Xi. This digit will then be followed by a′ni+ j = `4(i−1)+ j
for j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Our choice of `4(i−1)+1, `4(i−1)+2 and `4(i−1)+3 will then be made so that
q′ni+3 is a power of bi; that is, the (ni + 3)th convergent to y will have a finite base-
bi expansion. Let ri ∈ Q denote this (ni + 3)th convergent of y and let ki denote the
number of digits in its finite base-bi expansion.

Since we have assumed that N is even, ni + 3 is always odd and, hence, for any
choice of L, y − ri is negative. Consider ri in its nonterminating base-bi expansion,
that is, the one that ends on the digit bi − 1 repeating. In particular, all digits after the
kith digit are equal to bi − 1. By (2.1), if `4i is sufficiently large—in particular, if `4i

exceeds bk2
i

i —then the base-bi expansions of y and ri only start to differ after the (k2
i )th

place. (Since y < ri, this was why we considered the nonterminating expansion for ri.)
Suppose that we can find L such that all of the ri are rationals whose denominator

is a power of bi and that `4i is always sufficiently large, as defined in the previous
paragraph. Then, for any base b ≥ 2 that is not a perfect power, there are infinitely
many bi such that bi = b. For each such i, we know that at most ki of the first k2

i digits
in the base-b expansion of y differ from b − 1. Thus, if we let s = b − 1, then

lim sup
n→∞

As,b(n; y)
n

= 1.

So, y cannot be simply normal to base b for any such base.
For the remaining bases, we note that any perfect power c ≥ 2 can be represented as

a power of a nonperfect power b ≥ 2. Suppose that c = br with r ∈ N. The digit c − 1
will appear in the nth place of the base-c expansion of a number if and only if the string
(b − 1, b − 1, . . . , b − 1) of r digits equal to b − 1 appears starting in the ((n − 1)r + 1)th
place of the base-b expansion of the number. Thus, for any i such that bi = b, at most
dki/re of the first bk2

i /rc digits in the base-c expansion will not equal c − 1. Since there
are infinitely many such i, y is not simply normal to base c.

Thus, y is not simply normal for any base b ≥ 2.
It remains to show that we can find not just one, but uncountably many L

with the desired properties. We will do this by showing that regardless of what
{`1, `2, . . . , `4(i−1)} are, we can choose `4(i−1)+1, `4(i−1)+2, `4(i−1)+3 so that ri has a
denominator that is a power of bi. Thus, we can construct uncountably many L with
the desired properties by first finding a desired `1, `2, `3, then noting that we have
countably many possibilities for `4, namely all the values that are sufficiently large;
and, for each choice of `4, we can find a desired `5, `6, `7, and then have countably
many possibilities for `8; and so on.

Fix i for now, and suppose that `1, `2, . . . , `4(i−1) have already been chosen. We will
let q′n refer to the denominator of the rational number [a′1, a

′
2, . . . , a

′
n], where the a′j are

as in (3.1), presuming we have chosen the values of enough ` j for this definition to
make sense.

Since q′n and q′n+1 are always relatively prime for any n, we know that for any prime
p, there exists an ` ∈ N such that

`q′ni
+ q′ni−1 . 0 (mod p).
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By the Chinese remainder theorem, we can thus find an ` ∈ N such that `q′ni
+ q′ni−1 is

relatively prime to both bi and q′ni
− 1. We let `4(i−1)+1 = `, so that q′ni+1 is now relatively

prime to bi and q′ni
− 1.

By our assumption that the generalised Riemann hypothesis is true, together with
Corollary 2.2 and our choice of q′ni+1, there exist infinitely many primes congruent
to q′ni

modulo q′ni+1 for which bi is a primitive root. We choose `4(i−1)+2 ∈ N, so that
q′ni+2 = `4(i−1)+2q′ni+1 + q′ni

is one of these primes.
Now, since q′ni+2 is a prime for which bi is a primitive root and since q′ni+1 and q′ni+2

are relatively prime, the following equation has a solution:

q′ni+1 ≡ bk
i (mod q′ni+2).

We may suppose, without loss of generality, that k is a sufficiently large integer so that
bk

i > 2q′ni+2. Then we choose `4(i−1)+3 so that bk
i = qni+3 = `4(i−1)+3qni+2 + qni+1. But this

shows that qni+3 is a power of bi as desired and the proof is complete.

4. Further questions

It would be nice if we could give an unconditional proof of Theorem 1.1. It would
be especially nice if such a proof came as a result of a proof of the generalised
Riemann hypothesis, but, given the difficulty of such a problem, we propose the
following question, which could lead to an unconditional result. Let b ≥ 2 be
fixed. For any rational number p/q = [a1, a2, . . . , an], does there exist a finite
string s = (a′1, a

′
2, . . . , a

′
m) of length m = o(n) such that the rational number p′/q′ =

[a1, a2, . . . , an, a′1, a
′
2, . . . , a

′
m] has a denominator that is a power of b? Can one replace

o(n) with O(1)?
We showed, assuming the generalised Riemann hypothesis, that M \

⋃∞
b=2Nb is

uncountable and dense. Mance communicated the following question: what is the
Hausdorff dimension of this set? Mance has studied the dimensional analysis of such
difference sets in other cases, most notably for Q-Cantor series, and found that these
difference sets often have full Hausdorff dimension [9].
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